CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 2018
On behalf of the Board, management
and staff, I take this opportunity to
wish all Residents and their families
and blessed Christmas and healthy new
-year. It has been our privilege to serve
you and I thank you for your support
and loyalty.
Kindest regards,
Ken Keen CEO – ECHO Foundation
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Beanies from ECHO for COVID-19 staff
ECHO Foundation residents are
knitting beanies for medical staff
at the forefront of the fight
against the coronavirus to keep
them warm while travelling to
and from work in winter. Once
300 beanies have been made
they will be delivered to COVID19 ICU wards across the Metro,
with any extra beanies going to
other worthy causes. The Foundation and about 30 residents
started the #knittingwithlove
campaign, which was identified
by public relations consultant
Michelle Brown, who is also assisting with the project. ECHO
social services manager Joey
Lohuis said Mohair SA, SAMIL
Natural Fibres and African Expressions had donated mohair
and wool yarn to the project.
“The response from the residents has been overwhelming.
They not only want to keep their
hands and minds active, but
what is equally important to
them, is wanting to contribute to
the COVID-19 relief effort and to
support those who are placing
their lives at risk to ensure others are healthy and safe. The
initiative has given our residents, who are unable to see
loved ones or venture out during
the lockdown, a sense of pur-

Two of the knitters … LESLEY PALMER, of Normandy Court,
who knits one beanie a day, and DORIS MILES, of Munro Kirk.
Below are some of the colourful beanies that have been knitted.

pose during a lonely and frustrating time. It was incredible to
see their excitement and passion for the project. ECHO
thanks all the residents who are
spending much time and effort
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in knitting the beanies for this
very worthy cause,” Joey said.
* ECHO has eight retirement
villages with about 1 500 residents as well as frail care facilities and two service centres.

IMPACT OF LOCKDOWN ON RESIDENTS
Amanda’s new role!

IT gives me great pleasure to write this introduction for
my first official Hello Echo edition. However, never in my
wildest dreams did I imagine it would be under such inconceivable circumstances as those we are experiencing
here in South Africa and indeed around the world.
First, I would like to extend my heartfelt gratitude and
admiration to you all, the residents and staff of ECHO,
for your resilience, courage and patience during COVID19, a life-threatening situation, especially to those of you
who are vulnerable, either due to age or pre-existing
health conditions.
The lockdown is having an immense impact on the
physical and mental health of all our residents. After all,
the human condition requires us all to move, engage and
interact with our friends, family and society in general. To
be cut off and inactive is unimaginably frustrating for
body, mind and soul.
The economic and financial implications of the lockdown
for our families, the Foundation and every aspect of society is uncertain. High levels of unemployment and depression are likely outcomes around the world, especially in South Africa, given that we are already in a recession.

During the COVID-19 lockdown two new
cleaners, in place of the regular workers,
appeared at Ockie Oosthuizen and Walton
Park Flats, wearing masks, gloves and
aprons and carrying dusters, mops and
brooms. Johanna and Amie (aka AMANDA and JOHAN FOURIE) took over! They
also sang the Xhosa Click Song as they
worked, which gave rise to much hilarity.

The world, as we knew it, is no longer the same, from
any perspective. The activities and outcomes of governments, organizations, companies and society are being
flipped, distorted and reshaped. The decisions we take
now, as individuals and organizations, are under the
spotlight and what was important before COVID-19 does
not appear to be so any longer.
Turn to Page 4

Manicure treat for Munro Kirk residents

Munro Kirk residents received manicures from
Total Concept on Valentine’s Day. NIKAYLA
SOMIAH works on BRENDA PASHLEY’s nails.

ZAHRAH BENJAMIN and BETH FOUTIE give
manicures to NORMA STEELE and BETH
REYNOLDS on Valentine’s Day.
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My experience with the coronavirus
On March 14 I attended the
wedding of my great-nephew,
Adrian Cox, in Franschhoek. It
was a very festive affair.
Adrian’s bride, Corinne, was
American and some 70 of her
family and friends had flown
from the States to join in the
celebrations with his South African family. The last thing on our
minds was the possibility of being infected with the coronavirus that was beginning to
make its presence felt all over
the world. Unbeknown to us one
guest and a waiter were incubating the virus and, on our return home 14 of us began to
show symptoms of having been
infected. About four days after
the wedding I started feeling
nauseous and achy. I heard that
my Australian granddaughter
and her fiancé had tested positive for the virus and that the
wedding guest had been incubating it at the wedding. None of
us could remember having been
in touching contact with him.
Sadly the bride and groom also
became ill – they are back in
California now and 100% well
again. The age range of those
of us infected ranged from a 12year-old to me, at 87 by far the
oldest of the group and likely to

JUDY CHALMERS
be the most at risk – according
to medical opinion. I reported
my condition to a very concerned ECHO Board, was
tested and found to be positive
and immediately went into isolation, as did the two couples with
whom I had had contact on my
return to Kruger Gardens. Well,
it was not an easy time. My
symptoms were atypical, no
sore throat or temperature, no
cough or tight chest. I felt really
lousy, achy, extremely nauseous and very tired – and this
went on for more than two
weeks. I was not ill enough to
need hospitalisation so just had
to get through each day on my

MARY and MIKE PITTENDRIGH wave
to JOHN and GWEN CROWE in the
distance at Kruger Gardens.

own. Not easy! On the upside I
had wonderful support and lots
of concern from my family and
friends, especially those in
Kruger Gardens, who brought
me food, leaving it at my back
gate. I was constantly in touch
with my co-sufferers as we
swopped symptoms and gave
one another progress reports.
None of us needed to go to hospital. The severity of the illness
varied from a few off-colour
days for some, up to a week in
bed for others. My doctor was
great, keeping in touch on almost a daily basis and sending
me anti-nausea medication and
paracetamol as I needed it. My
final test showed no sign of the
virus and I think I have been
fortunate and got off quite
lightly. The jury is still out on
whether or not, having had the
virus, I now have enough antibodies to make me immune to a
further attack. I certainly hope
so. It is an experience I would
not like to repeat. The next challenge, of course, is how South
Africa is going to recover from
the lockdown and start to get
our economy back on track.
JUDY CHALMERS
Kruger Gardens

ATHOL and IRENE RYDER, suitably protected by their
masks, getting a bit of fresh air and sunshine outside
their cottage at Laubscher Park East during the lockdown
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Two Kruger Gardens residents turn 90
From Page 2
What does this mean for the
ECHO Foundation and ultimately you, our residents? You
may recall the Foundation’s mission is “to be a self-sustaining
provider of adequate, secure
and cost-effective housing to our
residents”. ECHO will continue
to execute this mission in a
manner which is both acceptable to our residents in the short
term, while still maintaining the
long-term sustainability of the
Foundation for generations to
come.
Will we need to do things a little
differently, accepting difficult but
necessary adjustments along
with the rest of the world? Undoubtedly so. Will it require foresight, understanding and patience from each of us? Absolutely.
However, I firmly believe the
ECHO organization, its residents and staff will pull together,
remain flexible and openminded to navigate these turbulent waters, moving forward with
clarity and purpose to safeguard
this incredible organization for
years to come.
Disaster brings a fresh perspective, new challenges and
change, which present an opportunity to be and do better,
both as individuals and as a collective. Come what may, the
ECHO staff and I, your team,
are excited and prepared for the
unknown, as I know you are too.
I’d like to share one of my favourite phrases with you: Today,
we must do what others won't,
so tomorrow we can have what
others don't.
Never has this been more relevant. Be safe, be strong.
DEAN GURNEY, ECHO CEO

Kruger Gardens residents ANN HOFFMAN and ANNE STEWART
turned 90 in February. Both celebrated with family and friends.
We congratulate them and wish them more happy times ahead.
We thank Ann for sharing her poem with us.
DI HAARHOFF
ON TURNING NINETY
I stood right here ten years ago
When I had just turned eighty.
It feels like just the other day –
My memory’s a bit flaky.
I can see I’m ten years older,
‘Cause my hair has turned quite
white
And my step’s a little wobbly
And my brain is not that bright.
But while the years have all
flown by
Did I share my gifts with you?
Did I lift your heart with my
songs?

Did my quilts make your beds
look new?
Did my bags make your load
lighter?
My empathy ease your pain?
Was my friendship filled with
kindness?
Would you be my friend again?
And so the days all gently blur
As I lounge in my snug abode.
It’s been fun and all worthwhile,
I sing,
As I ease along down the road.
ANN HOFFMAN
Kruger Gardens

MARTHA HAYWOOD, MARLENE VORSTER, LYNETTE GREYLING, ROB MacPHERSON, MEL GAULT and ELIZABETH
MacPHERSON won the Kruger Gardens Music Trivia Quiz run by
Ron Bell in February. They called their team The Golden Oldies,
but they were all new residents so should have been called the
Golden Newies! Gudi Kitson was the organizer of the quiz.
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New CEO meets LP East residents

New ECHO Foundation CEO DEAN GURNEY greets MARINA
VEHBI at Laubscher Park East, watched by LILLIAN SWANEPOEL, ECHO’s general manager operations, and residents
EDITH PARKER and MILLIE GUSH.
WHILE our planned Laubscher
Park East and Walmer Service
Centre entertainment calendar
started off looking busy and exciting, this fizzled out drastically
during mid-March when the hall
was closed by Head Office and
then, later, with the lockdown.
We were lucky to be able to
meet our new CEO, Dean Gurney, before this happened.
However, before then Beetle
Drive and Bingo continued with
great gusto. Mike Breen continues to call for Bingo’s morning
games while the callers in the
evenings were Elaine Watson
and Marlene Bezuidenhout
(who called when Elaine was
unavailable due to an operation).
Canasta has proved to be
popular. Players attend on the
regular Tuesday afternoons and
now also on Saturday afternoons so residents and service
centre members are able to use
the hall if a group or two wish to
play Canasta.
Our annual Summer Fruit Tea
drew many residents to the hall
where they enjoyed fresh and

juicy fruit with their tea or coffee
instead of the usual biscuits or
rusks.
Valentine’s Day was celebrated
with a Chinese Supper, catered
for by the Forlees. Even though
no one won the Joker Draw that
night, we all enjoyed the evening and the meal.
Our monthly entertainment always includes music. Conrad
Francis’s Music Quiz was enjoyed by all who competed.
George and Wendy Wyatt
showed Andre Rieu’s latest
DVD, “Christmas Down
South”, and Floyd Caldwell entertained everyone with Golden
Oldies at the February Birthday
Tea.
The hall was attractively decorated when residents showed
their talents at a Handwork and
Craft Exhibition. This was also
followed by the Joker Draw. Unfortunately, again, no one was
lucky enough to win the lolly.
We were lucky to have two outings, one to the Boardwalk and
the other to Lake Farm, where
we enjoyed freshly home-baked
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DEAN GURNEY with AUDREY
HONEYBALL at the “meet and
greet” for residents held at
Laubscher Park East.
scones with cheese or jam and
cream with our tea or coffee.
Some bought munchies to bring
home, others browsed through
their second-hand book shop
while most of us relaxed and
chatted over the scones and
coffee.
Laubscher Park West invited us
to an evening of hamburgers
and ice cream. This was followed by a General Knowledge Quiz. Congratulations to
Doug and Lynne Steyn, Hertha
Webb, Yvonne Dodd and
Marlene Bezuidenhout, who
came second. Thanks to Laubscher Park West for this enjoyable evening.
Unfortunately, entertainment
such as Happy Echoes, a Slide
Show of Namibia (Mel Yates)
and Judy Stead’s
DVD of
“Journey to Chiangmai” as
well as an evening of International Food had to be postponed. Hopefully, these will all
be included in the future when
the lockdown is eased.
DESIREE MARTIN
Laubscher Park East
and Walmer Service Centre

‘Together-apart’ during the lockdown
RESIDENTS at Dunant Park,
Duncan Ferguson and the
Lodge weathered the lockdown
in good spirits. We took to the
10 minutes at the 10 o’clock
greeting time. Groups of residents from nearby cottages did
some brisk exercising outside
their cottages while keeping the
required distances apart from
one another. There was cheerful
repartee. We even had an
Easter egg hunt, we sang happy
birthday on various occasions
and, most importantly, we felt
“together-apart”. We also introduced a small weekly newsletter
to replace the Friday Fellowship
meetings. Resident ministers
took it in turn to give the message and on the other side of
the page we shared news and
encouraged activities that we
could do. Duncan Ferguson did
a grocery collection for charity
and all villagers shared in cleaning out cupboards and producing a big load of old clothes,
blankets etc, which were sent off
to the needy.
Our Lodge shop was kept open
for residents to pop in one at a
time. Some of our ladies made
meals and baked teatime treats,
which were much appreciated.
Many of our residents also kept
themselves busy and useful
making masks and knitting
squares for charity blankets.
New gardens are being developed, lots of crossword puzzles
have been built and many of us
have enjoyed having lots of uninterrupted time out to catch up
on all those projects that normally get shelved in our busy
retirement lives. Our supervisor,
Zelda Spies, has watched over
us and her cheerful greetings
are our daily tonic. Now, more
than ever, we are grateful to be
living in a safe, well-cared-for
environment in this time of trial.
SIGRID HUMAN
Dunant Park

SIGRID HUMAN keeps occupied doing a jigsaw puzzle.

GERALDINE and GAVIN JEFFREY wave to their neighbours
at Laubscher Park East during the lockdown.

LYN and DOUG STEYN getting some fresh air at LP East.
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Honeymoon plans hit by coronavirus
DURING January Della Lamont and I decided that
we two “widowed oldies” should marry sooner
rather than later. We had already booked to sail to
the United Kingdom on the Queen Mary 2 in April to
see my boys and to fly back a month later. Della
decided that this cruise should be our honeymoon,
nudging me firmly into a formal proposal on the
koppie here at Kruger Gardens in May last
year. Before looking for a marriage officer we decided to check Della’s status with Home Affairs and
this is where we hit our first snag – Home Affairs’
systems said Della was “married”. Not wanting to
be jailed as a bigamist, Della asked the kind Home
Affairs lady helping us to fix this and was told that
this would take around eight months. Seeing our
disbelief, the lady suggested that we go ahead and
marry anyway, armed with all the certificates proving Della’s actual status, and let Home Affairs’ systems catch up after the fact. She even called a marriage officer, asking for help for a “very elderly” couple. On February 21 this very dear minister married
us in a private ceremony in Westering. We had a
beautiful celebration for close friends in the Kruger
Gardens hall a few days later. Della then flew home
to Pretoria for a few weeks to pack for the move to
Port Elizabeth, but then the COVID-19 virus
erupted and with it threats of a lockdown in South
Africa. Realising the implications, Della left her
packing midstream and drove back down to Port

DELLA and BRIAN PREISS celebrating!
Elizabeth, to an already lonely and very relieved
husband. Meanwhile our honeymoon cruise was
sinking steadily, as first Cunard and then the airlines advised us that all travel had been cancelled. All the carriers are threatening to go bust so
we are unlikely to get any relief for the money we
had spent, in spite of some promises. Also Della’s
furniture remains trapped in Pretoria. But the bottom line is that we are together and so very happy
in our cottage among friends who have welcomed
Della to Kruger Gardens. We still want to go on our
cruise someday, but it can wait.
BRIAN PREISS, Kruger Gardens

Water baby loves the pool!

SANDRA EVANS, a new resident at Duncan Ferguson, loves the
beautifully maintained swimming pool at Dunant Park. In normal
times she regularly goes to Hobie Beach early each morning for
a swim. She also plays table tennis at Kruger Gardens on Saturdays and attends its monthly music club evenings. Unfortunately her activities have been curtailed by the lockdown.
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To the rescue during the
COVID-19 lockdown: KEITH
WOOLARD, VUYANI NDOLAMANE and LEN GEERE
straightening a tree at Normandy Court which, over the
years, had been bent over by
the Port Elizabeth wind.

ECHO residents complete 50 Parkruns
TWO years ago Gloria Mulligan,
of Laubscher Park East, was
visiting her daughter and son-in
-law when her daughter and
grandson persuaded her to join
them on a Parkrun. A Parkrun is
an organised run or walk over a
5km course that is not necessarily held in a park at all. So
one hot Saturday when the temperature was almost 40ºC,
Gloria set off on her first unofficial Parkrun. She had always
enjoyed walking and was reassured that she did not have to
complete the whole horseshoeshaped course, but could turn
back at any point.
As she went she was mentally
checking for landmarks and remembers noting a huge pylon
as she passed by. In due
course she reached the point
where the course looped back
on itself and looked up to look
for the pylon that she had seen
earlier, only to find that there
was not just one pylon, but a
whole row of them that she hadn’t seen, so intent had she been
on watching where she placed
her feet. It was then that she
began to feel that she was
never going to make it, so she
stopped next to an Indian gentleman and his family and said:
“I know that I am going to sound
like a child, but are we nearly
there yet?” and he replied saying: “Well we’ve passed the
halfway mark already.”
And so with a little bit more determination Gloria had the satisfaction of completing her first
successful unofficial Parkrun.
Buoyed up by this experience
and with her pulmonologist’s
enthusiastic endorsement of the
activity (he thought flat beach
walks would be just the thing for
her), she joined the Port Elizabeth group, was issued with her
bar code and became a fully
fledged and active member.
And so it was that, despite the

GLORIA MULLIGAN, with race marshalls LYNETTE HERSELMAN and BRENDA NEL, at Hobie Beach after completing
her 50th Parkrun on a hot February 1.
intervention of a medical hiccup
or two along the way, on a hot
February 1 she completed her
50th official Parkrun. With her
shoes gradually filling with loose
sand and getting heavier with
every step, because the tide
was in and there was no firm
sand to walk on, our tenacious
84-year-old, soon to be 85, Gloria, with her son present, walked
from the Shark Rock Pier to the
Beacon and back.
MIKE BREEN
Laubscher Park East

WINSTON COCKCROFT and
JIM GREEN, of Stanbury Park,
have also completed their
50th Parkruns.

JIM GREEN enjoys wood turning, making intricate items.
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LP West Wall of Love, birthdays, quiz

BERT and MAUREEN VAN VLEDDER at the Wall of Love when Laubscher Park West celebrated
Valentine’s Day with a Bring and Share meal. Maureen came up with a novel idea of having a Wall
of Love, on which all residents were invited to make a red cardboard heart with their Valentine’s
name written on it. These were put up on the wall in the hall. Photos were taken next to the wall
and more than a quarter of all residents took part. The occasion was very well supported and a
good time was had by all! On the right are a happy FRANCIS and CEDRIC BENDEMAN.

TONI and DONOVAN AYLESBURY get
into the spirit of Valentine’s Day.

JACKIE SILMAN and TONY and JOAN
BRADFORD enjoyed an outing to Lake Farm.

ELEANOR BOTHA turned 90
on February 16 and SHIRLEY
BOSMAN on April 11.

An entertaining general knowledge quiz was hosted by Brian
and Gudi Kitson, of Kruger Gardens, at Laubscher Park West on
March 3. Laubscher Park East also sent a group to take part. ALLISON BODLEY, Allison’s visiting sister, BETTY CHANDLER,
CYNTHIA DAVIES, SHIRLEY BOSMAN, STELLA KINGHORN and
DALEEN and JANNIE KRUGER made up one of the teams.
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Stanbury Park Valentine’s Day breakfast

GEORGES DESTERBECQ and ANS DE JONG
attended the Valentine’s Day breakfast at Stanbury Park before getting married later that day.
They spent their honeymoon at Morgan Bay.

VENECIA and ROY STEINIGER were among the
residents from Stanbury Park and Lapa Munnik
Cottages who also enjoyed the Valentine’s Day
breakfast held at Stanbury Park.

IAN MITCHELL (left), of Lapa Munnik Cottages, kept busy cooking the Valentine’s Day breakfast at Stanbury Park. Looking forward to their special meal are ALAN McWILLIAM, ERIKA JANSE
VAN RENSBURG, PETER and GAIL KINGSTON, LOUISE and
KEVIN JACKSON and JUDY MERKEL.

MARGARET MICHIE, JIM and CAROLE GREEN
and JEAN WALTERS also enjoyed themselves
at the Valentine’s Day breakfast.

LYNETTE and PATRICK FERGUSON, ANN
and JOHN DURANT and IAN MITCHELL
were among those at the breakfast.
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Flowers with Rodney and Valentine’s Day

DORINNE ORTON

These Munro Kirk residents enjoyed flower arranging with RODNEY CRAUSE (back, second from right): Back: MOLLIE HENDRY, CYNTHIA BOARDMAN, COLETTE BOSMAN and AUDREY
COOPER. Front: DOROTHY HOFFELDT and THELMA DYER.

AUDREY COOPER

MOLLIE HENDRY, who turned 100 on January 7, received
these lovely flowers on Valentine’s Day.

LISKA OELOFSE

FLORENCE RAUTENBACH
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PATRICIA ELLIOTT

ELLIE VICTOR

Valentine’s Day fun at Normandy Court
THOSE who attended the Normandy Court Valentine Evening
enjoyed the camaraderie and
delicious food on February 14.
A potent watermelon punch and
vodka jelly cups were also provided by Graham Swart and
Andy Bester. These really got
the party started. The wife of
one of the residents gave her
husband what she thought was
a sweet, but was actually a very
hot Chinese chilli! After managing to get rid of most of the
“sweet” and getting back his
breath, he remarked: “That has
made my hair grow another two
inches longer!”

FAITH GEERE, ZETA COLLOCOTT, LEN GEERE and FREDA
GILCHRIST having fun at the Valentine Evening.

FAITH GEERE
Normandy Court

CRYSTAL OPPERMAN and
WARRICK COLLOCOTT.

LEN GEERE, MIKE and SHIRLEY RANDS, JOHAN NIEMAND
and PAULINE and PETER VAN BLERK.

Birthdays
celebrated

A special lockdown birthday picture: Standing at the back are
CARMEN RAUBENHEIMER, LESLIE PALMER, SHIRLEY and
MIKE RANDS, GAYNOR GILCHRIST, JESS BESTER and MIRIAM
STIEMENS. Seated in front are JULIE KAHN, MARGARET
NIGHTINGALE, LOIS GLYNN and GRACE RULE.
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ALL Normandy Court residents who celebrated their
birthdays during the COVID19 lockdown from the end of
March to the end of May met
in the garden for a special
birthday photo. They tried
their best to keep to social
distancing! Faith Geere baked
and presented a birthday cupcake with sparkles to each of
them to mark the occasion.
Those not able to be present
for the photograph were
Marlene Bartlett, Roy Glynn,
Garth Gray-Browne, Linda
Lombard and Hester Bekker.

Fairhaven’s Valentine skit on 1920s era
ON Friday, February 14, Fairhaven residents continued their
tradition of a Valentine’s Day
theatrical production with a most
successful and enjoyable show
entitled “Cupid at Capones”.
This year being 2020, we
thought it appropriate to look
back at the 1920s and the people and events that stood out in
those heady days! Of course,
that was the era of Prohibition in
America and so who other than
Al Capone sprang to mind? The
speakeasies, the gangsters and
their molls (Bonnie and Clyde),
the dancing girls doing the
Charleston and the Turkey Trot,
Charlie Chaplin and the immortal Douglas Fairbanks and his
beautiful Mary Pickford all appeared during the evening.
The scene was set in Capones
Speakeasy, where the last few
barflies were sitting at the gambling table, with others downing
the last of their illegal drinks.
The pianist (Adele Dodds) is
tinkling away on the keys when
a very elderly Cupid (Malcolm
Dodds), looking somewhat
“camp” in his pink angel wings
and blond curly wig appears.
This is to be his final visit to Capones as he will be retiring and
he begins to reminisce with a
lonely barfly (Brian Brunette)
about some of the patrons who
he remembered frequenting Capones in the 1920s. The pianist
strikes up “Those Were the
Days My Friend” and that set
the tone for the evening, with
the capacity audience lustily
joining in the singing. Charlie
Chaplin’s appearance was
greeted by loud applause. Vincent Sandford was the most authentic-looking Charlie we’ve
ever seen! His facial expression, his walk and his outfit,
which he had put together himself, could easily have won him
an Oscar! The pianist broke into
“Smile”, the famous song which
Charlie Chaplin composed, and

VINCENT SANDFORD, 90, impressed in his impersonation
of Charlie Chaplin. He was
also one of the Men in Tights.
then Cupid’s interaction with
Charlie heralded the entrance of
the troupe of Dancing Girls doing their version of the Turkey
Trot! Suddenly there was an interruption as the suffragettes
were heard outside the speakeasy, demonstrating and demanding women’s right to vote!
What a scene they made with
their posters and their loud singing of “Sister Suffragette” and
“You Don’t Own Me”. Bonnie
and Clyde, who had been observing the goings-on, then decided to leave, sneakily relieving
some members of the audience
of their jewellery and wallets as
they retreated! Cupid resumed
his reminiscing, this time about
how Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford had played Robin
Hood and Maid Marian in the
first screen version of “Robin
Hood and His Merry Men”.
Danie Gericke was a most
debonair and handsome Douglas Fairbanks, while Dawn de
Witt made an elegant and
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charming Maid Marian, dressed
in red. Appropriately, “Lady in
Red”, sung by Chris de Burgh,
came through the loudspeakers.
Everyone was invited to join the
couple as they waltzed to the
lovely music before Robin and
Maid Marian left. Immediately a
noisy troupe of men dressed in
green doublets and black tights
appeared. These were the rest
of the Merry Men, who demanded to know from Cupid
why he had allowed their leader
to be so love-struck by Marian.
Their singing of “Men in Tights”
and their dance moves had the
audience in stitches! Cupid tried
to appease them by shooting
his arrows into the audience, to
be caught by the partner or
spouse of each of the Men in
Tights. “Little Arrows”, the popular song, accompanied this
scene. An extra romantic touch
to the evening was when Cupid
performed the “marriage” of
Friar Tuck (Mick Tandy) and his
wife (Aletta). Valentine’s Day
happened to be their wedding
anniversary so Malcolm Dodds
included that scene in his script.
“Love Is a Beautiful Song” was
the signal for more waltzing and
then Cupid announced to the
barfly that it was time for him to
leave as he was expecting to
meet the supervisor of a retirement village called Fairheaven
and he couldn’t keep her waiting. Trish Stoop duly appeared
and offered a friendly Fairheaven welcome to Cupid, who
picked up his battered little suitcase and pouch of arrows before accompanying her on his
journey. However, the supervisor spied the bow and arrows
and told Cupid that he would
have to leave them behind because enough residents in her
village had lately fallen victim to
Cupid’s arrows!
ANNE THOMSON
Fairhaven

FAIRHAVEN RESIDENTS CREATE A

JEAN SMIT was one of the
people who had their pictures
taken at the photo booths.

The creative photo booths at the Fairhaven Valentine’s Day
production, Cupid at Capones, were the work of talented
artists ALETHEA BOTHA and VERNA CLACK.

SALOME STIPP and ROMA ARNOLD, SUE SHAW and FRED MULLER and SHIRLEY THOMPSON
and MARGIE WILSON all had great fun at Fairhaven’s Valentine’s Day entertainment.

Others who enjoyed the show were ELEANOR OOSTHUIZEN and WENDY DAINES, VIVIENNE
VAN DER WATT and ALLAN BARNARDO and BERNA DALY and LINDA ROBSON.
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FUN 1920s GANGSTER ERA SHOW

New residents GERT and ZELDA GRUNDLINGH
were judged to be the best dressed couple,
a happy introduction to Fairhaven.

Suffragettes WENDY PETERSEN and DORA
GERICKE demonstrated and sang outside
Capones in favour of women’s right to vote.

NATALIE CUNNINGHAM and NORMA BESENER
having a good time at the event.

JEAN SMIT, SELVIN BOUWER and DELICIA
VOS were among the happy crowd.

Pianist ADELE DODDS
provided the music for all
the characters and dancers.

GLENDA TODKILL and ANNE
THOMSON hamming it up at
the Valentine’s Day show.
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New resident CYRIL ALLWRIGHT handled the sound,
sang and played dance music

Arts and crafts on show at LP East

MARIE JUTA with some of her paintings at the
Laubscher Park East arts and crafts exhibition.

GAIL SMITH displays her water-colour
paintings at the exhibition.

HENRIK KOTZE, MEL YATES and HENRIK
POTGIETER prepare to braai at the exhibition.

MARLENE BEZUIDENHOUT with some
of her craftwork at the exhibition.

Caritas Service Centre activities

BOB LOHUIS, of Caritas, found the outing to
the vintage toy museum at Toys and Teas
most interesting.

PAT and BOB GERBAIS, visitors from America,
with ROSEMARY BRADFIELD at the Caritas
Valentine’s Day lunch.
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Making hearts for Valentine’s Day

WINNY OOSTHUIZEN, ELVA ALLEN and LIZ ELSON were among the Munro Kirk residents
who made hearts for Valentine’s Day at a craft afternoon with Marietjie.

Other residents who enjoyed making hearts were COLETTE BOSMAN and AMANDA HARDING,
CYNTHIA BOARDMAN and YVONNE BARNARDO.

SUMI NAIDOO with two hearts

BETTIE COETZEE
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BETTY KEMP with flowers

Market and breakfast at Walton Park

Walton Park held a morning
market on March 7. TREVOR
KUKARD sold home-made
pickled fish, bottled beetroot
salad and three-bean salad.
On Valentine’s Day many Walton Park residents gathered for a
special breakfast to mark the occasion. The new residents who
were welcomed were: HESTER HOUGH, JUNE JOHNSON, ADELAIDE MHLEKWA, BUZZY WILSON (chairman of the Residents’
Committee), NOULA JAKAVULA, ROSE DU TOIT, RINA VAN
KERSEN, MONICA VAN DER MESCHT, VERONICA SCOTT,
ETHEL VAN STADEN with supervisor AMANDA FOURIE.

Stanbury Park Gamtoos outing

ESTHER VICTOR with the
handiwork and produce that
she made and sold. ROSE
PRICE is in the background
selling drinks and food.

JEAN KLEYNHANS displays
the beautiful cards she made.

A group of Stanbury Park residents went on an outing to the
Gamtoos River Mouth. In front are BARBARA COLEMAN, PETER and GAIL KINGSTON, ERIKA JANSE VAN RENSBURG,
ANNE DUTTON, JUDY MERKEL, EBEN LANDMAN and CAROLE
and JIM GREEN. Behind them are BRENDA EMMERY (the driver)
and BERTHA VAN NIEKERK. Unfortunately the river mouth was
silted up, but the group enjoyed a lovely lunch at the Gamtoos
Ferry Hotel. They received quick and professional service and
the surroundings were beautiful.
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Keeping in touch during the lockdown

Kruger Gardens supervisor DENISE HURLEY
keeps fit in her own special way. Don’t stop,
Denise, keep on pressing up!

BRIAN PREISS signals “Hi
there” using semaphore to
friends in the distance at the
10am “treat time”. His blue
couch cushions were a solution to being flagless. He
learnt semaphore during a
year’s pre-sea training at
General Botha in Gordon’s
Bay and then worked in the
merchant navy for a few years
with Safmarine.

This wasn’t how IAN and GLENDA MUNRO
expected to celebrate their Golden Wedding
anniversary on April 4, but a drink outside
their cottage, with neighbours in the distance, was fun. They even danced to their
wedding song – “Love is a Beautiful Song!”

Waving to their neighbours in Kruger Gardens are MARGIE
BULBRING, GERT and ANNA JORDAAN, NOREEN SLATER and
DI DANIELS. Di, an ex-Girl Guide, is waving her South African
flag in response to former merchant navy man Brian Preiss.

“The Gate Gang” at Kruger Gardens enjoying their 10am “treat
time” when communicating with neighbours is allowed. Carefully socially distancing themselves are SALLY MUKHEIBIR,
GWEN and JOHN CROWE, JANET WYATT, MARGE HANKS,
BEULAH NASMITH, LYNNE AXON and YVONNE ANDERSON.
The ECHO Foundation board, management and the Hello-o-o
Echo editorial committee are not responsible for the views
expressed or the statements made in this publication.
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Farewell to Father Theo and Rosaline
A FAREWELL TEA for Father
Theo Thomas and his wife,
Rosaline, was held at Dunant
Park on Friday, February 7. Father Theo ran the Friday Interdenominational Fellowship for
more than 20 years and he was
a stickler for having it every Friday except for the end-of-year
break. Rosaline was one of the
main pianists at our meetings.
This Friday was different as the
normal Fellowship became a
village farewell bring-and-share
tea. Father Theo was a “father”
to so many of us over the years
when we needed help and comfort in times of illness or trouble.
He has leaflets about more than
70 residents who passed on in
his time here and he was involved in the services and in
helping the families. He was the
eldest of a family of 11 children
so when he went to study in
Cape Town he had to fund himself by going deep sea fishing
from Hout Bay and in Namibia.
However, in 1953 he returned to
PE to become, instead, a fisher
of men. He and his wife served
faithfully and they continued to
do so in their time with us. John
White welcomed everyone and
while we enjoyed our tea many
people paid tribute to Father
Theo and his wife. They were
given two gifts, a large-print Bible and a framed photograph of
a Friday Fellowship group. In his
thanks Father Theo reminded us
all that “people are God’s resources and that each of us
needs to remember the importance of being God’s link with
those around us”. The farewell
ended with the singing of “To
God Be the Glory” and the
benediction. Father Theo turns
88 this year and they decided to
live with one of their children in
PE. We will miss them and think
of them every Friday.
SIGRID HUMAN
Dunant Park

ROSALINE and Father THEO THOMAS hold the gifts they
received at their farewell tea at Dunant Park – a large-print
Bible and a framed photograph of a Friday Fellowship group.

ROSALINE THOMAS, PRINEA McGILLIVRAY, JANET SIMON and
Father THEO THOMAS at the farewell tea.

DAWN HEYDENRYCH, JEAN PRICE, CONNIE BROADLEY,
JANET LAW and ANNE CHAPMAN at the bring and share tea.
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Valentine’s Day Chinese lunch at LPE

FRANCINA BOSMAN with BERYL ALLERS
at the Valentine’s Day Chinese lunch
at Laubscher Park East.

CICELY WAKEFORD, LETTIE ELFORD and
ROSE DIXON also enjoyed the lunch,
which was catered for by the Forlees.

MARLENE BEZUIDENHOUT, ELIZABETH
VAN SLUYS, IRIS LOUWRENS and LETTIE
BEZUIDENHOUT at the lunch.

SHEILA ENTRESS and DAWN BECKLEY
were among the others who attended the
lunch in the Walmer Service Centre hall.

DESIREE MARTIN, LORRAINE PETTIT, GLORIA
MULLIGAN and ELAINE CROSSMAN about
to enjoy their Chinese meal.

CLAIRE MARX, CAROL SCHONKNECHT, TISH
HOWARD and SANDY STEVENS enjoying their
generous portions of delicious Chinese food.
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Keeping busy during the lockdown

MALCOLM DODDS has certainly not allowed the lockdown to get him down! He has been busy
from morning till night in his garage at Fairhaven, continuing with his hobby of making wooden
toys. His fame has spread throughout the village and he has been repairing all manner of household items for grateful residents. GLENDA TODKILL was delighted when Malcolm handed over her
old clotheshorse, which he renovated for her as one of his lockdown projects. It was pulled out of
storage for use while our laundries and communal washing lines have been out of bounds.

“Stick ʼem up! The Three
“MASKateers”, NAN CUNNINGHAM, JEANNE TAYLOR
and MAUD PULLEN, having a
bit of fun during the 10am
fresh air and sunshine break
during the coronavirus lockdown at Fairhaven.

Some Fairhaven residents managed to lay their hands on bits of
greenery, representing palm branches. At the 10am fresh air
and sunshine break during the lockdown they gathered in front
of their flats, waving the “palm branches” and singing the traditional Palm Sunday hymn, “All Glory Laud and Honour”. JOHNNY VAN EYCK (right) said a short prayer, watched
by BEV FOUCHE, WENDY DAINES, RITA BOYES and ELEANOR
OOSTHUIZEN. Some residents tied the branches to their doors.
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Making 3D cards with Alethea at LPE

Displaying the 3D cards they made are LUCINDA MEINTJIES, MARIE KING with presenter
ALETHEA BOTHA (behind) and CYNTHIA POTGIETER in the Walmer Service Centre Hall.

RUTH ACKERMANN

JULIA YATES

DAPHNE CLARK

Congratulations to residents who turned 90

Congratulations to these three Laubscher Park East residents who turned 90 in March and April:
MARY SCARR, MILLIE GUSH and ROSIE OLIVIER.
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Coping with the coronavirus lockdown
WHAT we have gone through
since March is unique and deserves to be remembered. We
could never have imagined or
believed such a thing could happen, but it did and we have all
coped with it pretty well. Lockdown has been tough, particularly for those living on their own
or in rooms and flats without
gardens, but some amazing
things have happened: supervisors organising exercise times
in corridors, Spar making free
deliveries (initiated by ECHO),
WhatsApp messaging family
and friends, seeing them on

screen and chatting to them at
no cost, having Zoom conferences with them, enjoying group
quizzes, exchanging sanitised
jigsaws and books with other
residents, catching up on ourselves and others with long
phone conversations and being
able to pursue our hobbies without any interruptions. There
were even extra crosswords in
the newspapers! On the 75th
anniversary of VE Day, May 8,
Queen Elizabeth 11 said this in
her address to the British nation:
“Streets are not empty, they
are full of the love and care

The Head Office teas to welcome new residents to Kruger Gardens are always delightful occasions. The tables were beautifully set, the eats delicious and new friendships were made.
Seated are COLLEEN SWART, HELEN MANSON-KULLIN, ELIZABETH and ROB MacPHERSON and MARIETA LUCAS. Standing
are GILL and JOHAN BOSMAN, ANNA JORDAAN (her husband,
Gert, was unable to make it) and LYNETTE GREYLING.

The other group of new residents who were welcomed: Seated:
LOUISE and IAN McNEE with STEPHANI and ROBERT BETTS.
Standing are PAT RHEEDER, DI DANIELS and YVONNE ANDERSON. Rean Rheeder, Stuart Daniels, Reg and Hilary Bolton and
Thomas and Shealagh Ryan were unable to attend the tea.
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we have for each other.” This
was exactly what we have all
experienced as a result of a
wonderful suggestion from Joey
Lohuis, social services manager
– Ten o’clock Treat Time during
our own VE – Virus Everywhere
– days! We all emerged at that
time every day from our front
doors or garages (suitably
masked and distanced) and
waved and shouted across to
other residents. This lifted our
spirits and had amazing spinoffs – we really got to know our
neighbours, acquaintances became friends and a wonderful
spirit of camaraderie developed.
We celebrated birthdays and
anniversaries, comforted and
consoled one another, laughed
together and even danced. One
group sang from song sheets!
Another delightful spin-off was
the emergence of nature and
lack of pollution. There were
butterflies and moths everywhere, birds were prolific and
their joyful calls made us realise
just how much we had impinged
on their territory. Some residents made lists of all the new
species of insects and birds that
suddenly appeared and many
photographs were taken. But
the peace, the quiet and the
tranquillity have also been unforgettable. Some of us
cleaned, sorted, cleared, repaired, gardened and caught up
with things, but many of us simply sat back, relaxed and
stopped rushing around. “Stop
the world, I want to get off!” So
we did – we had no option!
When we leave these strange
and unforgettable days and
emerge into the “new normal”,
may we always treasure our
memories of this time. If we
have helped “flatten the curve”
and prevented others from
catching the virus, then it will all
have been worth it.
DI HAARHOFF
Kruger Gardens

Special tea for residents at Dunant Park

JOEY LOHUIS (left) hosted a tea for residents
who have lived at Dunant Park, the Lodge and
Duncan Ferguson Park for between one and 20
years. With her are ANNE CHAPMAN, MARGOT
CAIRNS, social worker XANDRÉ VAN DER
BERG and SHEILA DODS. Anne, Margot and
Sheila have lived there the longest.

YVONNE WEISS (above) and
LINDSEY KOBUS wave to
friends at Laubscher Park
East during the lockdown.

JOEY LOHUIS with RON PURCHASE and
TERESA TUCK at the special tea for residents.
It was a happy occasion and many people took
the opportunity to express their gratitude to the
ECHO Foundation for all they have done for
them. In many cases the “right” cottage came
at just the “right” time for the residents.

BLACKIE and DOROTHY BLACKLAWS, JENNY HENDERSON,
ATHOLIE BIRCH and PRINEA McGILLIVRAY at the tea.

HAZEL ABRAHAM, JOHN and GWEN WHITE and
SYLVIA KOCK also enjoyed the special tea for residents.
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First Joker Draw held at Dunant Park

MARGIE HOLDSTOCK (right),
one of the organisers of the
first Dunant Park Joker Draw,
hands a prize of a bottle of
wine to LENIE SMITH.

DIANNE VAN DER MESCHT, who won a bottle of wine, and CONNIE BROADLEY at the board of playing cards at Dunant Park’s
first Joker Draw on January 17. Connie heads the Entertainment
Committee and also helped to organise the Joker Draw. Only a
few villagers came to the new event, but it is hoped that it will
grow once the COVID-19 lockdown is over. No one took the big
prize, which will increase in value until someone wins it.

FRED and DAWN HEYDENRYCH, MALLIE BOYLE, DINEZE
STRYDOM and LESLEY FOSTER at the first Dunant Park 100
Club Draw of the year on January 30. As usual we were well fed
and enjoyed the fellowship. Quite a few people also won prizes.

BETH SCHMIDT receiving her
prize of a bottle of wine from
CONNIE BROADLEY.
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Normandy Court breakfast before the gale!
THE outgoing Entertainment
Committee at Normandy Court
held its last big event for the
year and made a scrumptious
breakfast on Saturday, February
22. The residents, family and
friends enjoyed a large choice
of food. The weather lasted so
everyone was able to enjoy their
breakfast – but then came the
wind! By early afternoon some
tables and chairs took off across
the lawn in the gale-force wind
that developed. This was one
event that did not last until evening! Nevertheless, it was another successful function.
FAITH GEERE
Normandy Court

Normandy Court residents lining up to be served breakfast.

LOIS GLYNN started by walking just one side of the building and has progressed to
1½ sides – an amazing lady!

GLORIA LEVY, GAYNOR and DOUG GILCHRIST, BOB LEVY,
GRAHAM SWART and MIRIAM STIEMENS enjoyed the meal.

ETHEL GERMSHUYS, the oldest and also one of the liveliest residents at Normandy
Court, on a walkabout.

Catching up with the news while keeping their distance during
the COVID-19 lockdown ... CHRIS and DIANE VAN HEERDEN,
ZETA COLLOCOTT, PETER VAN BLERK and LEN GEERE.
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Dementia explained at Walton Park
ECHO social worker Xandré van
der Berg gave a talk to Walton
Park residents on dementia on
February 28. She was supported by Charleen Fridey, of
Munro Kirk, who contributed information from her experience.
We learnt that there are more
than 100 forms of dementia, of
which Alzheimer’s is only one.
They all involve loss of memory,
sometimes to the extent that
people no longer recognise or
remember family members.
They have slow movements and
personality changes. Sufferers
become dependent on others
and are more likely to get infections and other health problems.
This may be due to neglecting
hygiene. Their posture becomes
bad and they lose weight. They
often suffer from depression and
anxiety and need a safe place,
but don’t communicate much.
They are usually unaware of
their problem. There is a role
change with their children, on
whom they become dependent.
Their diet may change and they
often prefer soft food or fluids. If
there is doubt about a person’s
condition, they can be taken to
the Memory Clinic to ascertain
whether they have one of the
dementias. However, we were
reassured by the news that loss
of memory and slowing down
are normal as we age. I believe
that if we retain a good sense of
humour, we can be pretty sure
we do not have Alzheimer’s!

SHIRLEY VAN DER MERWE, XANDRÉ VAN DER BERG, CHARLEEN FRIDEY and MARTHIE STEENKAMP after the informative
talk on dementia by Xandré and Charleen at Walton Park.

ELIZA WHATLEY has been keeping busy in her garden
at Walton Park during the COVID-19 lockdown.

MARION MOORE
Walton Park

‘I Have a Dream’
I have a dream that one day
women all over the world will be
treated equally. Women are
strong, independent, brave,
amazing, hardworking people
and everyone should know that.
LAYLA E., 9, in Time magazine,
inspired by Martin Luther King
Jr’s “I Have a Dream” speech.
Edited by Keith and Yvonne Dimbleby

Gardening under lockdown: FAITH and LEN GEERE with
VUYANI NDOLAMANE planting clivias which they had
thinned out from other parts of the garden at Normandy Court.
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